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EMIS Change 25-11 

This change clarifies the reporting of Withdrawal Reason 38–Promoted Beyond Max Grade/Entity Closing. 

This code should not automatically be reported when a student is promoted beyond a school’s maximum 

grade or when a school closes. Code 38 should only be reported when a student’s plans for continuing are 

unable to be determined. 

 

SECTION 2.4: STUDENT STANDING (FS) RECORD 
 

☼ Withdrawal Reason Element 
Record Field Number FS100 

Definition The documented reason for the student’s withdrawal from the school 
district that is associated with the Effective End Date reported. 

 

Valid Options 

38  Promoted Beyond Max Grade/Entity Closing 

Student can no longer be reported under the entity’s current IRN (Community 

School grade range does not include grade student promoted to; entity student has 

been attending is closing or merging with another) and student’s next entity is un-

known. 

Reporting Instructions.  

Promoted Beyond Max Grade/Entity Closing, Withdrawal Code 38. This code is reported when a 

student is promoted to a grade that is beyond an educating entity’s maximum grade level (i.e., a student 

attending a K–8 community school is promoted to grade 9) or an educating entity is closing, and it is not 

known where the student will be continuing. Entities should report another withdrawal code whenever pos-

sible. This code should only be reported when the entity is unable to determine where or how a student will 

be continuing their education.  

 

SECTION 2.17: STUDENT WITHDRAWAL OVERRIDE (FC) RECORD 
 

☼ Withdrawal Reason Element 
Record Field Number FC070 

Definition The documented reason for the student’s withdrawal from the school 
district. 

 

Valid Options 

38  Promoted Beyond Max Grade/Entity Closing 

Student can no longer be reported under the entity’s current IRN (Community 

School grade range does not include grade student promoted to; entity student has 

been attending is closing or merging with another) and student’s next entity is un-

known. 


